Brother
Gherinn

13

Each time you are about to
make an attribute test, you
may suffer 1 wound to gain
3 determination tokens.
You may do this only
once per turn.
After rolling dice for the
“Dragon Rage” card’s effect
in the treasure chamber, you
may choose to reroll one or
both of the dice once; you
must accept the second result.

3
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4

9

“I shall never be free from the
transgressions of my past if I do
not face this fearsome place.”

Challara and
Brightblaze

12

When you draw a dungeon
card, you may discard it and
draw another dungeon
card as a replacement. You
must then resolve this
new dungeon card.
If you have 8 or more
wounds, your combat
cards never deal more
than 1 wound to the
monster per attack.
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7

5

“The wrath of my ancestors
shall strike down those who
would deny me my birthright.”

7

Hugo the
Glorious

16

If you and the monster player
choose the same type of
combat card, the monster
player suffers 1 wound
and you suffer 0 wounds,
overriding the results listed
on both combat cards.
Each time you defeat
a monster in combat,
draw 1 rune card (if
any are available).

7
5

9

“For the glories I accomplish
here, my name shall be
revered for all time.”

4

Krutzbeck

20

You cannot choose to escape
while encountering a monster.
Each time you deal at least
1 wound to a monster,
deal 1 additional wound
to the monster.
Each time you defeat a
monster in combat, gain
1 determination token.

9
4

“You are too weak. Go and
find someone stronger to defend
these treasures from me!”

5

4

Tatianna

14

When searching, you may discard
1 determination token from
your hero sheet instead of
placing a determination
token on the chamber tile.
“I must not fail in this
quest. The survival of my
tribe depends on what
I accomplish here.”
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4

6

Lindel

15

Each time you gain 1 or more
determination tokens,
gain 1 additional
determination token.
“Too many have suffered for
these cursed treasures.”
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5

